Sehon Has Varied Background

Miss Elizabeth Sehon was born and raised in Louisville, Kentucky. She attended the University of Wisconsin, where she played tennis and received a B.A. degree in music education. Miss Sehon has taught music for many years and is an active member of the American Music Association and the American Kiwanis Club.

Sehon is a charter member of the Orchesis Dance group, which was formed while she was attending the University of Wisconsin.
Why Not Broadcast? Radio, one of the most modern and effective methods of communication, has many sides, including the pleasant ones, the presentation of entertainment, advertising and education.

In dealing with a comparatively new idea, that of a possibility of presenting weekly or semi-weekly Santa Barbara State college, the three principles mentioned above must be kept in mind. Colleges throughout the nation have adopted the suggestion of stations in college towns that they broadcast an hour or half-hour program during the summer months.

By offering different types of programs, Santa Barbara college could present material in stations which will easily fall in line with education, entertainment and advertising. First, by devoting programs to each department and its activities, the educational values derived would be beneficial to those interested in the college, by explaining and illustrating the work of those departments.

Secondly, with college talent of various sorts easily available, the college's students would be the suitable material to be presented. Thirdly, by the perfection and maintenance of the program, the college's students with its educational advertising would be carried on.

Benefits from such a project would be worthwhile to a student viewpoint, not only would students be able to make clear their college activities, but those concerned with the actual broadcast would gain valuable and practical experience. Undoubtedly, the students would require careful thought about the work projected, but as an idea is one of concern to all of us it deserves consideration.

Boost Minor Sports With the conclusion of football, undisputably the king of sports, the opportunity of the various minor sports comes as the chance of the various minor sports. Baseball, swimming, tennis and other fields as well.

If the baseball team is a prospect to take place, with Catherine Clifford and Bruce La Claire set to tie in that line, then we get their kids a chance just the same.

Lea Orton was the recipient of a pre-written gift, when Mrs. Orton so fair coaxed presented him with a neatly wrapped package. When opened, the contents proved to be a huge surprise for the football fan. A white lobster, containing absolutely nothing but love.
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Pratt Versus Yeager Holds Grid Spotlight

Stater Confronts Track Skill Against Ability of New Mexican Ace

Loren Pratt versus Howard Yeager has been said as the question to be solved when the Santa Barbara and the Santa Fe in the light of the game in the eyes of the Santa Barbara sportsmen. Pratt is coming to the surprise with plans of landing the home team in the wrong end of the score.

Physically Yeager is a full size superior while Pratt bears the appearance of triple threat man. Yeager looks stronger on any form of peloton of triple threat man. Yeager is coming up as the superior but Yeager has developed on the playing field in a fashion which might be even more than Yeager, and that his will-of-the-wisp on the gridiron will provide the forward wall of Pratt's ability is that he is a better runner by virtue of his supple ankles and fine balance in his hips. Running he is destined that any opponent he has met this season as a defender of the line of scrimmage be taken care of, but Hale, whenever given a chance, his bang-up playing but also because of his good natured spirit has played only one year at the tackle spot, with Twaddell at the tackle spot, but Hale, whenever given a chance, can be rolled off, but how long the punt can be made with the ball.

Pratt's Last Game

Other angles on the Pratt side of the argument are that this is his last game that he has played on the playing field in that type of football, that he is probably the will-of-the-wisp on the gridiron, even more than Yeager, and that his manners of play have been developed because they don't know what to expect. The most important feature of Pratt's ability is that he runs in a bending manner as described in a box.

On defense the New Mexican holds the safety spot from whose he has intercepted the punt returns. On offense he does half of the handling of nearly all of the kicking, and has a shared quick-kick formation. Incidentally Pratt has been our correspondent in the Border league for three consecutive years.

Another Red Granger

Yet another in the string of "Red Grangers" Yeager is there is little to say and evidence to any that has not already been said. Recently, he was compared with Red Grange by Howard with his 11 touchdowns and his thousand yards from running plays. Howard is credited with being a better runner by virtue of his supple ankles and fine balance in his hips. Running he is destined that any opponent he has met this season as a defender of the line of scrimmage be taken care of, but Hale, whenever given a chance, his bang-up playing but also because of his good natured spirit has played only one year at the tackle spot, with Twaddell at the tackle spot, but Hale, whenever given a chance, can be rolled off, but how long the punt can be made with the ball.

Yeager and Pratt of New Mexican will settle the question, "who is the better man?" on Christmas Day.

---

The Gauchos' Galloping Ghost

Gauchos Lose Five Gridsters Christmas Day

Twaddell, Gardner, Poole, Hale, Finkle End Grid Careers

When the final gun is sounded on the Gauchos' Christmas Day battle with the New Mexico Aggies at Rickwood stadium, it will mark the end of the immortal careers of five of Coach Spafford's Big Green gridsters, namely Johnson Twaddell, Sid Gardner, Keaster Hale, Earl Finkle and Bill Poole.

Having performed on the football field for three years. Bill Poole, a home town product, is the only one who graduation. Poole's service to this team, this year, has proven his worth many times and will be missed a great deal now term.

Yeager Holds

Yeager Holds the Score.

The score. The score. The score.
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Traditional Sweets Reveal Engagement

The meeting of Delta Sigma Theta, national sorority fraternity, Monday evening at the sorority hall, the engagement of Margaret, who graduated in '36, at present taking additional work at the campus. Thursday "Tiny" Pleas for an afternoon, held from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. in the Berkeley women's club room, Wednesday afternoon, held from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. in the social chairman, in charge. A.W.S. president poured, primary department head, and Ann Seymour, A.W.S. president, poured, with Pat Ireland, vice-president and Gerald, Louise Jackson, Petie McMenem present at the tea. The in gratified to view the number of Riche and Nancye Clapp served

Sorority Gives Mexican Party

D.Z.D. Actives Are Honored by Patrons of Xmas Party

One of the most attractive Christmas events of the holiday season was given last week at the Sorority house of Delta Zeta Delta by the patronesses of the group. The affair was a Mexican supper given at the home of Mrs. Alvin who was assisted by Mrs. J. E. Tenner and Dr. Helen Gove. To the door were admitted coil, and red green cu and the arrival of Santa Claus

Christmas Candy

For Christmas...For New Years...for always...

Phoenix Hosiery

To Delight The "ONE"

MEN! SOX with a SOCK! Custom-fit Top Extra-low for New-years...也只有...

GIFTS FOR THE MAN

Wool Hose • Fancy Shirts • Smart Neck-Wear

BARSTABLES POPPINS WOOLEN MILLS

Brush Sets • Tie Racks

Wool Flannel Robes RAY E. DENNO LTD.

NEXT TO THE GRANDNA

Christmas Greetings to You and Yours...

492 STATE THE VOICE OF A LIVELY COMMUNITY

Phone 22424

Christmas takes on a new Expression with Cut Phoenix Hosiery. Coming New Years with Cut Phoenix Hosiery. Coming New Years with Cut Phoenix Hosiery. Coming New Years with Cut Phoenix Hosiery.
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